Big Sensing Data Curation in Cloud Data Center for Next Generation IoT and WSN
Scalable, IoT device responsive On-Cloud data curation will match the trend.
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Modern sensing devices play a pivotal role in achieving data acquisition, communication and dissemination for the Internet-of-Things (IoT). Naturally, IoT applications and intelligent sensing systems supported by sensing devices, such as wireless sensor networks (WSN), are closely coupled. Modern intelligent sensing systems generate huge volumes of sensing data, well beyond the processing capabilities of common techniques and tools. Hence, to collect, manage, and process IoT big sensing data within an acceptable time duration is a new challenge for both research and industrial applications. The massive size, extreme complexity and high speed of big sensing data bring new technical requirements including data collection, data storage, data organization, data analysis and data publishing in real time when deploying real world IoT applications. To better facilitate these IoT applications, the convergent research of WSN, big data, IoT and Cloud Computing is a natural scientific development trend. In this paper, we concentrate on big sensing data curation and preparation issues with Cloud Computing under the theme of IoT. There are three especially critical issues that need to be addressed, namely scalable big sensing data cleaning, scalable big sensing data compression and Cloud based data curation response for IoT device optimization. Viewed from the IoT side, all IoT sensing devices are integrated together in an adaptive solution and upload their data onto the Cloud. The automatic responses from both the Cloud and intelligent sensors will change the status or behavior of sensing devices, hence the status of the IoT itself.

1. INTRODUCTION

With fast growing attention from both academic research and industrial communities, the IoT consists of thousands of connected devices (mostly modern sensing devices) for information monitoring, gathering, communicating, exchanging, analyzing, decision making and finally instantly responding to acquired information to intelligently control the behavior of physical devices or the factors of a real-world environment [1], [2], [3], [4]. In order to achieve the above mentioned IoT applications, several pivotal technical challenges are involved including WSN, cloud computing and big data [4], [5], [6]. It is well known that sensor devices and WSN in the IoT can generate high reliability, variety, volume, value and velocity [7] data sets. The Cloud, with its massive computing power, storage, and scalable provided software services, offers a promising platform to deal with the challenges brought by IoT big data [8], [9]. Applications of big sensing data processing in the Cloud can be encountered in different fields such as medical/health monitoring, weather forecasting, environmental monitoring, industry production, social media analysis and business analysis. Figure 1 shows the application of integrated WSN, IoT and the Cloud. Recently, some data curation techniques have been developed for processing of sensing data on cloud data centers, such as the Sensor-Cloud platform [10]. However, those methods and platforms are far from complete, and significant work is still needed. To the best of our knowledge, when it comes to the convergence of Cloud, IoT, WSN very little published research can be found [2], [3], [12]. Hence, how to use the massive computational power and common platforms offered by the Cloud for processing big sensing data from the IoT and offering response actions to the IoT, motivates a new research direction. This paper focuses on the data curation problems of IoT big sensing data processing on the Cloud to facilitate IoT applications and provides current trends and future research scope of IoT big sensing data processing.

When uploading integrated big sensing data onto a Cloud platform, a novel data cleaning technology will be developed and deployed on the Cloud, including novel sensing data error detection and recovery algorithms to capture errors, conflicts and missing data in big sensing data sets in real time. Simultaneously, recovery algorithms will also be developed and deployed on the Cloud to provide compensating solutions for the detected errors and defects. Intelligent sensing systems and WSNs can also conduct some basic error detection and recovery with the in-network computation power and storage offered by smart sensors.
2. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

In current Internet and IoT usage, we have entered the big data era of petabytes. Traditional database management tools or data processing technologies become powerless due to limited resources of computation, storage and communication. Big sensing data is generated with the features of high Volume, Value, Variety, Velocity, and Veracity from a wide range of real world applications. Since the 1980s, data generation doubles its size every forty months [7], [8]. In only one year (2012), the everyday data generation rate was equal to 2.5 quintillion \((2.5 \times 10^{18})\) bytes. Currently, dataset sizes are measured in exabytes \((10^{18}\) bytes\). In 2015, there were around 10,000 exabytes of digital data being generated. Following that digital data explosion, the size of big data is expected to surpass 40,000 exabytes by the year 2020 [7], [8]. In many application fields, including meteorology forecast, connectomics, physics simulation, genomics, biological science, gene analysis and environmental research [3], [6], [7], [8], [12], big data processing can even dictate the performance of whole systems. To offer solutions for the new challenges brought by big data, more and more research attention has been attracted by big data in terms of both fundamental research and technical applications. Data curation, as a significant step towards big sensing data processing technology, is commonly deployed on a Cloud platform for achieving scalability, massive resource access, real time data analytics and behavior control for the IoT. The data flow between source sensors (in WSNs and the IoT) and the Cloud with classification is shown in Figure 2 which provides an overview of the IoT, WSNs, and the Cloud integration with data processing at different levels.

**Big Sensing Data**

Modern sensing systems significantly change everyday life by giving us with the capability to monitor, understand and interact with the physical environment around us [1], [5], [14]. In real world applications, sensing systems are becoming much smaller, and smarter with more connectivity and more mobile capability [15]. The price for achieving the above functional improvement is higher data rates, more data storage and more powerful data analysis requirements. As a result, big data sets with high speed, high dimensions and high volume are introduced by countless sensing systems deployed in our environment [1], [7]. As important sources of big data sets, sensing systems generate sensing data with extremely large volumes which are far beyond the processing capability of common data processing software and tools. However, to collect, store, organize, analyze and publish big sensing data from modern sensing systems in real time are critical and essential targets when deploying most of real world sensing systems [16]. In addition, the privacy and security issues of big sensing are widely important [11], [17].

**Cloud Computing**

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined the Cloud as a framework for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as servers, storage, networks, applications, service, etc. These computational resources should be provided and accessed in a time-efficient manner. At the same time, when acquiring these computational resources, the management effort or interactions with service providers should be as little as possible. Based on the NIST definition, there are four deployment models, three service distribution models and five important features for Cloud Computing. The important five key characteristics of cloud computing include resource pooling, broad network access, measured services, on-demand self-service and rapid elasticity. The core technologies are web service technologies, virtualization and distributed programming models such as MapReduce [18], [19], [20] and, the much newer Spark [21].

**Intelligent Sensors and WSN**

Sensors, processors and wireless communication devices are becoming much smaller, cheaper, smarter and reliable day by day. Reliable and inexpensive sensor systems based on better computing and communication methods are of the size of a credit card. The architecture of a node is integrated with sensing, processing and communicating. Recently, development and research trends of WSNs are mainly influenced and propelled by the advances in
computing and communication [1], [2], [6], [22], [23]. In general, a wireless sensor network consists of intelligent communicating sensors deployed across a landscape for sampling and interpreting real world phenomena, then it forwards the results back to a base station or a user gateway [13], [24]. In addition, for current IoT applications, some control feedback is also expected from either the inner WSN, or a third-part intelligent system such as the Cloud to change the behavior of sensing devices in the WSN. A WSN is a typical distributed system that generates and processes correlated temporal and spatial data from multiple data sources. Under the theme of IoT, all these different sensing devices form different complex networks and generate huge amount of continuous heterogeneous data sets which require to be integrated, cleaned, classified, compressed, stored, exploited and analyzed [7], [25], [26]. These data always need third party processing such as cloud and processing results used as feedback to change sensing device behavior for optimizing IoT component performance [5].

The Internet of Things (IoT)

In brief, the Internet of Things (IoT) can be characterized as a wireless network of internet-connected smart sensing devices ready to gather and transmit data with the support of embedded sensors or sensor networks. The IoT consists of intelligent physical devices connected through techniques including electronics, software, sensors, actuators, and network connectivity for data acquisition, communication and dissemination [5]. The three components of the IoT are “Things”, the Internet, and connectivity. But the value (data) generated, transmitted and interpreted in the IoT plays a critical role in smoothing the breach between the digital and the physical world for setting up automated systems. In typical IoT applications, smart objects can be sensed, evaluated and controlled in a remote manner through current popular network infrastructures. This working model of the IoT means great opportunities and trends for integrating our physical real world with our computing systems through networks and smart sensors. It will inevitably make significant improvement for peoples’ lives in terms of efficiency, accuracy, economic profit and greatly reduced human intervention [1], [2], [15]. Specifically, sensors and actuators are the backbone physical equipment for realizing IoT applications. According to the literature, it is estimated that the IoT will contain more than 50 billion objects by 2020 [12]. Based on those smart sensed, connected and controlled objects, heterogeneous big data sets with huge volumes are expected. To index, store and analyze those big IoT sensing data becomes more and more important.

3. A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE FRAMEWORK

With the advance of modern smart sensing technologies, big sensing data and the IoT are emerging standards applied to datasets which may not be digested with efficiency and effectiveness using common data processing software, tools and techniques. Because IoT big sensing data sets are often from various structured or unstructured physical devices with the characteristics of high volume, fast data rate and unreliable value, data curation has to be done to guarantee the data quality and minimized size. It is also important for making decisions to change the status of the IoT devices. Without successful data curation, it is impossible to calculate optimized strategies for changing device behavior for the IoT. The Cloud, with its enormous power in computation and huge storage, enables clients to deploy big data curation without requiring heavy assets. IoT big sensing data sets can be widely encountered in industrial and scientific activities. For example, high volume of big data from body sensors is generated by body monitoring equipment. These data sets are uploaded to the Cloud by U.S. hospitals. How to use those data for disease analysis with acceptable accuracy and efficiency poses an interesting topic. In order to process big sensing data efficiently on the Cloud and generate better IoT services, several critical issues should be discussed including reduction of the big data size, data quality, fast query of big sensing data and data curation result for interactions with smart sensing devices. To cope with the above challenges and issues, a framework is proposed to offer a data curation solution with the convergent study of big data, WSN, Cloud Computing and the IoT.

As shown in Figure 3, smart sensing devices in the IoT generate big sensing data which is filtered and aggregated as soon as sensing devices perform sampling and data communication to form big sensing data streams. At this stage, heterogeneous big sensing data sets can be integrated with some lightweight method before they are forwarded to the Cloud for more complicated data processing.
When big sensing data or data streams are uploaded to cloud data centers, the first important stage of cleaning for our proposed on-Cloud data curation framework starts. Specifically, to clean the heterogeneous data or data streams from multiple data sources, there are three main tasks to be finalized including: (1) error detection, (2) error recovery, and (3) data consistency and redundancy check. In terms of error detection, WSN big data set from sensing devices or WSNs are commonly subject to corruption and error because of the low reliability of wireless communications, signal processing inaccuracy and hardware defects in the nodes. For achieving high quality WSN application, the first step is to guarantee that the data received is accurate, logically connected and clean. However, sensor data error and cleaning is still a challenging issue and new methods are required to solve the problem. To the best of our knowledge, there are few research works on in-network WSN error detection recovery techniques which are limited by the computation power, storage, wireless network energy consumption and time latency. With the support of Cloud computing, scalable fast error detection and scalable fast error recovery will be possible for real time big sensing data cleaning. In addition, in the process of error detection and recovery, the Cloud environment is helpful in analyzing the error sources and generate feedbacks to the IoT to change sensing device behavior.

In addition to data cleaning on the Cloud, data compression should be performed for reducing big sensing data size, and reducing the future data processing time. Under the theme of compression, spatiotemporal features or other sensing data correlations can be exploited. As shown in FIGURE 3, several data compression techniques have been or will be developed. For example, by discovering spatial correlations in big data [20], multiple cluster structures can be obtained from a graph data set, then all edges in a cluster can share similar time series of data of a graph. Based on that partition, the workload within a cluster can be greatly reduced by the similarities of time series based inference. Temporal data compression can be carried according to the order of data items or time series based prediction using temporal correlation. In addition, the data prediction models can be improved and modified according to application requirement. By compression on the Cloud, sensing data size can be significantly reduced compared to only in-network lightweight data suppression by sensing devices themselves [27]. Meanwhile the proposed data suppression technologies in this framework should be able to guarantee acceptable data accuracy [27], [28].

As shown in Figure 3, after the sensing data cleaning and compression stages, the third component of feedback based IoT sensing device and Cloud optimized control follows. Specifically, in the process of big sensing data cleaning and compression, some optimization issues have been already detected. For example, how to assign the workload of data cleaning or compression between sensing devices and the Cloud to exploit the full potential of the Cloud and smart sensors is an interesting optimization problem. In other words, the trade-off between using the Cloud or using smart sensor devices for computing will be. Furthermore, because both data cleaning and compression buffer and filter big sensing data, some data analytical functions can be performed here. From Figure 3, at the stage of curation feedback for IoT devices, the filtering process will be combined with more data analysis techniques for generating feedbacks. Following the proposed cleaning and compression in the framework, heuristic or game theory based algorithms could be adopted for designing adaptive mechanisms in sensing devices of the IoT. Furthermore, data errors are an indication of device failure or network defect. To understand these errors as a data curation result can be useful in changing IoT devices to other status in both hardware and software levels. For example, for certain mobile sensing devices network systems, our big sensing data curation not only finds and corrects the errors for the data set from them, it also sends feedback to mobile sensing devices in the network to move to right places and to maintain healthy network topology.

FIGURE 3. IoT generated big data curation steps in a cloud data center.
4. THOUGHTS FOR FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In the process of building up the proposed On-Cloud IoT big sensing data curation framework, different research scopes and aspects should be discussed, as shown in FIGURE 4. Specifically, the following research objectives should be achieved.

**Sensing Data Error Classification**
To detect WSN sensing data errors, a categorization is performed first to formally define error types. With that classification, the network features for the cluster-head network WSN topology are analyzed and used for error detection. Specifically, in big sensing data cleaning, we use the scale-free topology of the network for error detection. Based on that topology constraint, error detection and recovery strategies can be designed within limited spatial-temporal data blocks rather than traversing the complete big sensing data set.

**Distributed Error Detection**
For fast detection of data errors in big sensing data, and to make use of the cluster location feature of data, novel data error detection techniques are designed by exploiting the storage and computing potential of Cloud. The error detection and localization can be significantly accelerated because the detecting algorithm makes full use of complex network system topology and isolates the searching and comparing inside a sub-structure with high confidence. These detection and localization tasks are distributed to the Cloud with the MapReduce tool. The trade-offs between error detection efficiency and detection accuracy will also be considered and analyzed.

**Distributed Error Recovery**
A novel approach can be developed based on the prediction of recovery replacement data by making multiple data source approximations. The approximation process will use coverage information carried by data units to limit the algorithm in a small cluster of sensing data instead of the whole data spectrum. Specifically, in each sensing data cluster, a Euclidean distance based approximation is proposed to calculate a time series prediction curve. With the calculated time series, a detected error can be recovered with a predicted data value approximately. The proposed error recovery approach should achieve high accuracy in data approximation to replace the original data error. At the same time, with MapReduce based implementation for scalability, the experimental results also show significant efficiency on time saving.

**Scalable and Distributed Compression**
To offer novel compression methods on the Cloud for processing big sensor data sets, two important factors should be taken into consideration. Firstly, because of the sensor data strong topology and graph features, the compression should exploit them. Secondly, traditional compression is not scalable in terms of the Cloud environment. How to make it more scalable becomes critical. In our research, we combine our graph based compression and MapReduce to achieve the objective of distributed compression. Different data compression models will be developed and adopted. The compression can happen at data unit level, time series level, or even compound data blocks level.

**Time Efficiency**
Many big data processing applications have time limitation or high time efficiency requirement. In this paper, we highlighted that there is need of lightweight algorithms including compression and cleaning. So, under this theme, optimization, approximation and fast processing techniques are discussed.
Data Similarity
The clustering algorithm is developed for partitioning node sets and can compute the similarity between two time series. If two time series are similar to each other, they can be used for operations including mutual replacement and recovery, etc. So, to define appropriate similarity models is critical. Traditional similarity definitions and models should be calibrated before deployment. In our framework, distance calculation can evaluate similarity, hence to carry out further operations among time series, temporal and spatial prediction models should be designed. Currently, we have proposed some temporal prediction models based on data trend method and regression based method. However, there is still some disadvantages for our provided prediction models when applying them for cluster topologies. For instance, under the situation where two time series have similarity with sinusoidal functions, the regression based prediction models may totally miss effects. To offer a solution for the problem caused by the prediction models based on standard regression, we plan to offer a novel prediction model based on improved data regression with historical time series record. Suppose that there exist two time series, denoted as $T_1(t_{11}, t_{12}, ..., t_{1m})$ and $T_2(t_{21}, t_{22}, ..., t_{2m})$ being involved in the similarity computation. $m$ is the data sampling time stamp. The solution is designed for predicting the average dissimilarity of data trend for $T_1$ and $T_2$ in the next $m$ rounds. A dissimilarity vector $V(d_1, d_2, ..., d_m)$ is calculated, where $d_i = t_{1i} - t_{2i}$. With the trends vector $V$, we redesign a regression model with a novel weight assignment to calculate the average dissimilarity from $T_1$ and $T_2$ [29].

Data Accuracy
Based on previous work of sensor data processing on the Cloud [23], [25], [26], fast detection of data errors and recovery in big sensing are quite challenging. For example, it is still an open and challenging topic to quickly locate and find sensor errors in a WSN by using cloud computational power. In our work, we initiate the process of error detection by using error models. If we compare with error detection in WSN in-network, our approach utilizes the massive data processing ability of Cloud to accelerate speed of error detection [28]. Furthermore, in more effective manner the topology features of complex networks are also analyzed in combination with the Cloud. Our proposed solution mainly focuses to achieve significance in time performance gains in detection of error with high accuracy with more consideration for optimized control of sensing devices in the IoT [30].

Scalability
As analyzed above, we can improve the efficiency in compression, cleaning and evaluation of big sensor data by deploying our data processing lifecycle on cloud data centers. However, to implement those techniques and make them scalable on the Cloud, our potential new design should offer better scalability. As a matter of fact, by the implementation with MapReduce and Hadoop, we can guarantee the scalability of the techniques in the given lifecycle.

Heuristic and Game Theory based Methods
WSN applications are quite customer oriented applications [31]. In other words, the understanding of sensor data is different from user to user. So, it is possible to get knowledge from domain experts during the data processing. In other words, heuristic methods can be developed for guiding the sensing device behavior in the IoT. Furthermore, when changing the sensing device behavior using our proposed data curation feedbacks, game theory can be involved for selecting among multiple candidate devices or systems in the IoT.

Optimized Workload Allocation between Cloud and IoT devices
Based on different processing capability and process models, data curation tasks can be assigned to the Cloud or smart sensing devices dynamically. Specifically, the trade-off between Cloud and device curation should be studied with the consideration of sensing data stream changes. Then, an adaptive approach will be developed to dynamically evaluate and schedule different tasks of sensing data curation. An optimized scheduling result will be generated to benefit both data curation targets and future IoT services.

Device Behavior Changes based on Data Curation
Sensing device behavior changes can happen in both the physical behavior of IoT devices such as location, and software level behavior such as data rate, communication topology and other adaptive algorithms. For example, in a sensing data curation process, if our Cloud-based error detection locates a sensing data source (device) reporting continuous errors, it can send feedback to the IoT to actuate some mobile sensing device to replace that data source to sustain a healthy IoT sensing data service.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This article presented a general roadmap for IoT big sensing data curation on the Cloud with background studies. This roadmap was designed according to current research trends, limitations and future directions. It combines different technologies from several fields including WSN, IoT, big data and the Cloud. The interaction and
correlation between those four technologies was analysed. Especially the correlation between big data and WSN in IoT, the correlation between big data and Cloud, and the correlation between Cloud and WSN in IoT were investigated with a logical connected integrity. In addition, the interactions between Cloud and IoT were discussed. To the best of our knowledge, it was first proposed in this roadmap how to use Cloud big data curation results for sensing device manipulation, including mobile sensors and actuating equipment in the IoT. The design and construction of this roadmap would benefit current real world IoT big data processing applications such as medical/health monitoring, weather forecasting, environmental monitoring, industry production, social media analysis and business analysis where the users could access seamless IoT data services and realize remote physical device control through their mobile devices such as cell phones in a pervasive environment. In other words, all the complicated computation and communication of big data curation among sensing devices, IoT and Cloud platform, could be hidden from end users.
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